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Takanami-class destroyer - Wikipedia This is a list of destroyer classes. Contents. [hide]. 1 Argentina (Armada de la
Republica Argentina) 2 Australia (Royal Australian Navy) 3 Austria-Hungary Destroyer Wookieepedia Fandom
powered by Wikia The Fletcher class was a class of destroyers built by the United States during World War II. The
class was designed in 1939, as a result of dissatisfaction with the List of destroyer classes - Wikipedia Destroyer was a
formal designation usually reserved for the medium-sized warships in a fleet List of destroyers of the United States
Navy - Wikipedia Destroyers - Global wiki. DDG 51 Arleigh Burke destroyers are warships that provide
multi-mission offensive and defensive capabilities. Destroyers can operate independently or as part Destroyer Wikipedia This is a list of Swedish destroyers commissioned between 19. The Swedish Navy has once re-numbered all
its destroyers. Some ships were Destroyer escort - Wikipedia A guided-missile destroyer is a destroyer designed to
launch guided missiles. Many are also equipped to carry out anti-submarine, anti-air, and anti-surface Hobart-class
destroyer - Wikipedia The Hobart class is a ship class of three air warfare destroyers (AWDs) being built for the Royal
Australian Navy (RAN). Planning for ships to replace the Destroyer Wikipedia Small, light, and unassuming,
destroyers may not be the most durable of ships, but all of them are well capable of punching many times above
Sovremennyy-class destroyer - Wikipedia This is a list of destroyers of the United States Navy, sorted by hull number.
It includes all of the series DD, DL, DDG, DLG, and DLGN. CG-47 Ticonderoga and Charles F. Adams-class
destroyer - Wikipedia Greyhounds of the Sea. The destroyer evolved from the need of navies to counter a new ship
which made a devastating debut in the Chilean Civil War of 1891 Forrest Sherman-class destroyer - Wikipedia The
first major warship produced by the U.S. Navy after World War II (and in the Cold War) were frigatesthe ships were
originally designated destroyer leaders but reclassified in 1975 as guided missile cruisers (except the Farragut class
became guided missile destroyers). Destroyers DDG 51 Arleigh Burke Class Destroyer The Sejong the Great-class
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destroyers also known as KD-III, are three guided missile destroyers of the Republic of Korea Navy (ROKN). The
second ship was The US Navy -- Fact File: Destroyers - DDG Because cruisers and destroyers are so important to
Navy operations, they are often called support vessels. But make no mistake, these ships are powerful and List of
destroyer classes of the United States Navy - Wikipedia Zumwalt-class destroyer - Wikipedia Destroyers. DDG 51
Arleigh Burke Class Destroyer 006 DDG 51 Arleigh Burke Class Destroyer ddg-1000-elmo-zumwalt-class-destroyerElmo Destroyer - Wikipedia The Charles F. Adams class is a ship class of 29 guided missile destroyers built between
19. Twenty three destroyers were built for the United Fletcher-class destroyer - Wikipedia The 18 Forrest
Sherman-class destroyers were the first US post-war destroyers Commissioned beginning in 1955, these ships served
until the late 1980s. Tribal-class destroyer (1936) - Wikipedia DDG 51 and DDG 1000 destroyers are warships that
provide multi-mission offensive and defensive capabilities. Destroyers can operate independently or as Arleigh
Burke-class destroyer - Wikipedia In naval terminology, a destroyer is a fast, maneuverable long-endurance warship
intended to escort larger vessels in a fleet, convoy or battle group and defend them against smaller powerful short-range
attackers. The US Navy Destroyers - Destroyer escort (DE) was the United States Navy mid-20th century
classification for a 20-knot (23 mph) warship designed with endurance to escort mid-ocean Sejong the Great-class
destroyer - Wikipedia In naval terminology, a destroyer is a fast, manoueverable, long-distance warship intended to
escort larger vessels in a fleet, convoy or battle group and defend Type 45 destroyer - Wikipedia The
Sovremenny-class destroyer is the principal anti-surface warship of the Russian Navy (Sovremenny translates like
Modern). The Soviet designation for List of destroyers of the Swedish Navy - Wikipedia The Kongo class of guided
missile destroyers serves as the core ship of the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF)s Escort Flotillas.
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